CHEM DOODLES

ACROSS
1. Head gesture
4. Consumed
7. Begged
11. Wound legacy
15. Here in Paris
16. Fiat ____ (Gen. 1:3)
17. City built on seven hills
18. It may be carried by an artist
19. The SAT people
20. Unstable tetrasubstituted aromatic compound
21. City on Utah Lake
22. Energy units
23. Doodle I
25. Anti-fur grp
26. Jazz singer Fitzgerald
27. The alternative
28. A green-eyed monster
30. Several were cataloged by Alanis Morissette
32. Doodle II
35. Govt agency that often funds PBS shows
36. Florida player
39. Protein prefix
40. A game
42. Mass spec instrument type (abbrev)
43. Freudian personality component
46. Very long periods of time
49. Goals
52. Lab sample container
54. Doodle III
56. Lab synthesis
57. "The Simpsons" Mrs. Krabappel
58. Supremes classic "____ in the Name of Love"
59. Mandela org.
61. Canoeing need
62. Rejuvenation locale
64. Self-proclaimed "The Greatest"
66. Fran Drescher character
68. The year Innocent I became pope
70. Doodle IV
75. DNA-packaging protein
77. Tied
78. Part
82. Tax-advantaged IRA
83. Finger of land
85. Doodle V
87. Organic lab problem
88. Every one
89. Poetic preposition
90. Serious driving citation, abbrev
91. C.S. Lewis book "____ Christianity"
92. Woody plant
93. Physicians’ org.
94. It might be Am. or Brit.
95. In Latin Hamlet’s soliloquy would begin thus
96. Adv. degree
97. Cooking meas.
98. "Owner of a Lonely Heart" band

DOWN
1. Sister’s daughter
2. Eight carbon radical
3. Information platters
4. Harmonizer
5. ____ of Love
6. Go so far as
7. Doodle VI
8. Collection of tales
9. It causes vomiting
10. Note a place
11. "The Boss" minus Spring
12. Doodle VII
13. "Life of Pi" director
14. Fix a window
15. Building toy
16. By way of
17. Sugar suffix
18. Mineral source
19. Allele ____
20. Donate
21. Electrophile
22. Doodle VIII
23. Mind the ____
24. High entropy state
25. No longer fashionable
26. Govt data-mining agency

32. Anti anti
35. Average
36. Lively
53. It appears when you sit
55. Animal of order Anura
60. Wolf Blitzer’s channel
63. Previously
65. Function type, abbrev
67. Home of the Taj Mahal
68. Electroplate finish
69. Solid state electronics components
71. Beginnings of symptoms

72. Where you might walk your chien
73. Do-over
74. Up ____ (mad)
76. ____ sheets to the wind
79. Abnormally
80. Current FX sitcom
81. Egresses
84. Cooled to zero degrees Celsius
86. Gather in what was sown
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